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OUTLINE

▸ Introduction 

▸ Search for Heavy Neutral Lepton in T2K 

▸ Upgrade of the T2K near detector
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NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS
▸ Neutrino production and detection —> flavor states:  

▸ Propagation —> mass states       

▸ Relation of the flavor and mass states —> mixing matrix (3 angles, 3 phases) 

▸ Probability of the particular flavor detection oscillates along  

▸ muon neutrino —> electron neutrino, tau neutrino
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Two channels to study  oscillations: 

Only appearance channel is sensitive to CP violation phase 
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TOKAI TO KAMIOKA (T2K) EXPERIMENT
▸ Accelerator  experiments: 

▸ precisely controlled  
pure  beam 

▸ allow to study: 

▸ appearance ( ) & disappearance ( ) channel  

▸ neutrino & anti-neutrino oscillations 

▸ T2K beam line: 
▸ T2K experiment uses 30 GeV proton beam from JPARC accelerator

ν

(−)νμ

νe νμ
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CP violation measurements}



TOKAI TO KAMIOKA (T2K) EXPERIMENT
▸ Water Cherenkov detector Super Kamiokande,  

300 km away from the target, 
 
 

▸ Lepton kinematics from Charge Current 
Quasi-Elastic (CCQE) interaction —>  

▸ Fit  spectrum —> oscillation parameters

Eν
(−)ν
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Reconstructed  spectrumνμ

νμ + n → μ− + pνe + n → e− + p



NEAR DETECTOR (ND280)
▸ Magnetized near detector  

constrains neutrino flux  cross-section  
Systematics reduction 13% —> 7% 

▸ Scintillator Fine Grained Detectors (FGD) 
neutrino targets 

▸ Time Projection Chambers (TPCs) 
charged particle tracking, 
identification with dE/dx, 
momentum measurements

×
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FGD1 FGD2
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HEAVY NEUTRAL LEPTON
▸ Non-zero neutrino mass —> physics beyond the Standard Model 

▸ Existing of Heavy Neutral Lepton (HNL, heavy neutrino) 

▸ E.g.  Minimal Standard model ( MSM) (Phys.Lett. B 620, 1-2, 17-26) 

▸ HNL mixes with active neutrino, and is characterised with: 
1. Mass   

2. Mixing     

▸ T2K provides an intense beam of pions and kaons.  
▸ kaon decay —> wide HNL mass range  

▸ search for HNL decays in near detector —> probe HNL mixing elements in T2K  

▸ Neutrino interactions are the main background —> use TPC volume as a fiducial detector for HNL 
decay search

ν ν

MI

U2
αI ≡ ΘαI

2
α = e, μ, τ
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HNL production in  
meson decay

HNL decay into  
SM particles

HNL mixing with active neutrino

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2005.06.020


HNL SEARCH IN ND280
▸ I consider following HNL production and decay modes:
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HNL SEARCH IN ND280
▸ A signal sample with HNL decays was generated 

▸ Signal efficiency was estimated at the level of  
10 - 20% 

▸ The main background comes from neutrino interactions 

▸ With kinematics cuts the BG was eliminated down to ~1 event per channel  
for the whole T2K statistics  Protons On Target (POT)(10.23ν + 6.29ν) × 1020
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Example of signal event MC simulation.  
HNL decay in TPC1  N → μπ

μ
πN

Coherent pion production Resonance pion production
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Text

HNL ANALYSIS RESULTS
▸ Only 1 event in  mode was observed in data 

▸ Upper limits on the mixing elements are set with Highland & Cousins approach

N → μμν
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Results are published in  
Phys. Rev. D 100,  
052006 (2019)

Nucl. Inst. Methods Phys. Res. A  
320, 331–335 (1992)
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https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.100.052006
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.100.052006
https://doi.org/10.1016/0168-9002(92)90794-5
https://doi.org/10.1016/0168-9002(92)90794-5


ND280 UPGRADE MOTIVATION
▸ T2K was approved to collect  protons on target stat. 

▸ the main goal is measurements of the  

▸  

▸ Now we are limited by statistics 

▸ For T2K-II systematic is critical  
for search  for CPV 

▸ CPV sensitivity with 
current and improved systematics 
vs statistics 

▸ The main systematic uncertainty comes from neutrino interaction models 

20 × 1021

δCP
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δCP = 0

δCP = − π /2

δCP = 0

δCP = − π /2

Now

▸ e-like candidate observed:  
16 in -mode and 109 in -mode ν ν



ND UPGRADE CONCEPT

▸ A novel highly segmented  
scintillator detector 

▸ Two new TPCs  
with resistive anode 

▸  6 time of flights panels  
around new sub-detectors 
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▸ Near detector upgrade project was started aiming: 
▸ full phase space coverage  

—> same angular acceptance as far detector 

▸ lower thresholds for muon, pion, proton 

▸ neutron detection from  interactions 

▸ e/  conversion separation (  measurements)

ν

γ νe



NEW SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR (SUPER FGD)
▸ A novel detector made from scintillator cubes 

▸ 1x1x1  cube 

▸ low energy thresholds 

▸ high spatial resolution 

▸ 3D reconstruction 

▸ fully active plastic detector —> no track distortions 

▸ Adds 2 tons of fiducial volume 

▸ We are pioneering R&D  
of such a neutrino detector 
▸ there are proposals to use  

similar detector in other  
experiments (e.g. DUNE)

cm3
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Unique  
for scintillator  
detector!}



SUPERFGD TESTS
▸ First 5x5x5 prototype was checked at CERN with 5 GeV/c pion beam 

▸ detector light yield (L.Y.) and time resolution were studied (NIM A 923, 134–138 (2019)) 

▸ Suitable performance was observed: ~40 p.e./channel, 1 ns time resolution 
▸ MC simulation met the agreement with collected data 

▸ Second 48x24x8 prototype was tested at 1 GeV/c beam at CERN (arXiv:2008.08861)
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NEW TIME PROJECTION CHAMBERS
▸ High angle tracks from the target are tracked with 2 new TPCs 

▸ low material budget —>  
minimal track distortion at SFGD-TPC passage 

▸ Resistive MicroMegas (MM) modules significantly  
improve spatial resolution keeping pad size the same  

▸ A resistive layer on top of sensitive pads 
▸ charge spreading —> avalanche position is reconstructed  

based on information from several pads --> gain accuracy 

▸ charge measurements are correlated --> concerns about dE/dx resolution
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Originally  
designed for:



RESISTIVE TPC BEAMTEST
▸ CERN 2018 beam test 

▸ Secondary beam from PS: electron, pion, protons with momentum 500 MeV - 2 GeV 

▸ DESY 2019 test beam, 1 - 4 GeV electron beam
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NIM A  957, 163286 (2020)

σdE/dx ≈ 10 % σrϕ ≈ 250 μm

σrϕ ≈ 200 μm

σdE/dx ≈ 9.5 %

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168900219315426?casa_token=nCssH2NANywAAAAA:Tf2X0vrTSTM_ZhLqBNhS1ccRjCwjowAiqdz096szY5rR1QHGTN5wMfAzvpYXPGhV5ulTjrUq6joU


NEUTRONS IN SUPERFGD
▸ Neutrino cross-section measurements  

requires precise  knowledge  

▸ neutron from   is nearly invisible for the current scintillator detectors 

▸ SuperFGd has potential to detect neutrons and measure its energy with Time of Flight (ToF) 

▸ Neutrino interaction kinematics in plastic detector ( )  
is different for Carbon and Hydrogen 

▸ Such an analysis was performed for        ( ).  
with both  and  detection 
▸ neutron detection is not possible in current ND280 configuration 

▸ Simulation shows high neutron cluster detection efficiency ~ 90%  
and good energy resolution 

Eν

ν + p → μ+ + n

C8H8

ν ν + n → μ− + p
μ p

σE ≈ 20 %
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Simulation of  
anti- nu interactions 
over H and C

momentum imbalance is 
completely different! 
 
—> Hydrogen sample can be selected 
—> precise  energy measurements 
       free from nuclear effects

ν



NEUTRONS IN SUPERFGD
▸ Cut values are optimized to gain physics performance 

▸ hydrogen / carbon separation 

▸ Neutron kinematics measurements 
eliminate dependence from poorly studied nuclear effects in  measurements Eν
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Phys. Rev. D 101, 092003 (2020)

w/ neutron information

w/o neutron information

Varying neutrino interactions params is not smearing !Eν

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.092003


SUMMARY
▸ Search for Heavy Neutral Lepton was performed in T2K near detector 

▸ Signal simulation, background reduction and systematics evaluation are done 

▸ Strong upper limits were put on mixing elements at level of  (Phys. Rev. D 100, 052006 (2019)) 

▸ T2K near detector upgrade (arXiv:1901.03750) 
▸ Simulation framework was developed, different detector configurations studied, the best one is chosen 

▸ A novel highly segmented scintillator detector Super FGD 

▸ simulation framework was developed and validated with beam tests 

▸ detector performance was estimated with MC simulation, big detector potential was found  

▸ TPC with resistive pads 

▸ 3 prototypes were tested with cosmic and/or charged particle beam (NIM A  957, 163286 (2020)) 

▸ Excellent performance ( , ) was observed 

▸ Neutron detection in SuperFGD was studied with MC simulations 
▸ a new method of the anti-neutrino energy reconstruction was developed 

 resolution is proved to be free from poorly studied nuclear effects  Phys. Rev. D 101, 092003 (2020)

10−9

σdE/dx ≈ 7 % σrϕ ≈ 200 μm

Eν
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https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.100.052006
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168900219315426?casa_token=F_88iLk5I0QAAAAA:rKsH-tWF_BVP-Z5eu7rkHL0XvRllPP4XyzRK5OBpB1csSfTwLTYoSg1Qx9sxmSRr9HrNU3jheJIs
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.092003
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NEUTRINO OSCILLATION. PRESENT RESULTS
▸ The superposition  of the experimental data: 

▸

21

NO
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T2K provides  
3 sigma range of the   phase 
tension with NOvA results

δCP
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NEUTRINO MASS
▸ How to implement neutrino mass: 

1. Dirac mass term:   

2. Majorana mass term:  

▸ Both terms  are  allowed by theory and can be combined: 

▸ Mass matrix is defined as 

▸ Diagonalized with mixing matrix U  

▸ With the Lagrangian above new neutrino states are implemented 
▸ No guidance for the new particles mass range: from eV to GUT scale 

▸ Example:  Minimal Standard Model Phys. Lett. B 631, 151–156 (2005)  

▸ explaines observed phenomena (neutrino mass, dark matter, baryon assymetry of the Universe) 

▸ predicts 2 Heavy Neutral Leptons (HNL) at GeV mass scale

ℒD = − νLmDνR + h . c .

ℒM = − 1/2 ⋅ mνC
L νL + h . c .

ν
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ℒ = ℒD + ℒL + ℒR = − νLMDνR − 1/2 ⋅ νLMLνC
L − 1/2 ⋅ νC

R MRνR + h . c .

n × 3 3 × 3 n × n
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CURRENT LIMITS ON THE HNL MIXING

▸ In the region of interest  
(kaon mass) 
the strongest limits come from: 
▸ PS191  

(CERN experiment, 1980-s) 

▸ E949  
(BNL, 2015) 

▸ The phenomenological study  
predicts the improvements 
of these limits within T2K
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HNL SEARCH IN ND280
▸ Active neutrino interactions —> a main background  

▸ CCQE.      

▸ Look for HNL decays in atmospheric pressure TPCs —>  less events to FGDs 
▸ Remained background:  

▸  interactions in gas in TPC 

▸ neutral particle decays (e.g. )

ν + n → μ− + p

≈ 103

ν

K0
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  quasi elastic interaction in FGDν

but different kinematics to HNL decay!}

TPC1 TPC2 TPC3

FGD1 FGD2



HNL DECAY EVENT SELECTION

▸ Vertex in TPC fiducial volume, 
with 2 outgoing tracks of opposite charge, 

▸ particle identification as  or  

▸ No other activity in vertex TPC 

▸ No activity in upstream detector 

▸ Invariant mass cut for  and  

▸ Kinematics cuts: tracks opening angle, HNL candidate polar angle

μπ eπ

μπ eπ
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Example of signal event MC simulation.  
HNL decay in TPC1  N → μπ

μ
πN



HNL BACKGROUNDS
▸ Main backgrounds are neutrino interactions in gas:  

▸ for :    coherent and resonance pion production 

▸ for :    production with further decay into  and its conversion 

▸ For  
Protons On Target (POT) 
(2009-2018) we expect: 

▸ 1.4 events for  

▸ 1.1 events for  

▸ 2.9 for 

μ + π

e + π π0 γ

(10.23ν + 6.29ν) × 1020

μπ

eπ

μμν
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Coherent pion production Resonance pion production
TPC1

TPC2

TPC3
FGD1 FGD2

νμ

μ

π

νμ
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SYSTEMATICS
▸ Limits on the mixing elements are set  

based on the number of predicted signal events 

                     

1.  - HNL flux affected by T2K flux prediction systematics 
▸ mainly affected by kaon multiplicity uncertainty 

▸ mostly covered by NA61 measurement. Estimated at level of 20% 

2.  — detector efficiency, affected by detector systematics 
▸ was measured with MC/data comparison  

for the samples dedicated to each possible systematic source 

▸ was estimated at level of 4%

Nevents ∝ ϕ(HNL) × Effdet

ϕ(HNL)

Effdet
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HNL SELECTION EFFICIENCY
▸ Efficiency is limited by detector design: 

▸  Low efficiency at TPC edges 

▸ Pion interactions in FGD 

▸ Small relative angle between tracks --> 
TPC tracking limitations

30
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HNL ANALYSIS
▸ MC efficiecny + systematics + observed events in data = limits on |U|^2 

▸ limits are estimated with Highland-Cousins method 

▸ U_n0 - 90% C.L. based on Poisson statistics for given number of observed events (n) 
e.g. 2.3 for n=0 events 

▸ E=U_n0 - n 

▸ \sigma_Acc - acceptance RMS
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T2K SYSTEMATIC IMPROVEMENTS
▸ Oscillation analysis systematic is dominated by the  interaction models uncertainties 

▸ Precise measurements are complicated because of poorly studied nuclear effects 

▸ Example: Neutrino energy reconstruction in Super-Kamiokande: 
▸ Charge Current Quasi Elastic (CCQE) interaction  

on the nucleon at rest is assumed 

▸  is reconstructed based on the lepton kinematics only 

▸ To perform more precise measurements of  interaction: 
▸ new detector configuration 

▸ new analysis technique

ν

Eν

ν
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Fermi  
motion

e.g. 2p2h 
2 nucleon interaction
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION. PAD RESPONSE FUNCTION
▸ Avalanche position can be reconstructed with ``centre of charge'' method  

▸ We expect a better precision from  
``Pad Response Function (PRF)'': 

▸ With known PRF the track position in a cluster  
is reconstructed with: 

▸ The PRF is fit with analytical function:
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Track

Cluster:xtrack =
∑ (xpad ⋅ Qpad)

∑ Qpad

Qpad /Qcluster = PRF (xtrack − xpad)

χ2 = ∑
pads

Qpad /Qcluster − PRF (xtrack − xpad)
σ

PRF (x, Γ, Δ, a, b) =
1 + a2x2 + a4x4

1 + b2x2 + b4x4

xtrack − xpad

Q
pa

d
/Q
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r

Q1

Q3

Q2

Qcluster = ∑ Qi



CERN TEST SPATIAL RESOLUTION
▸ Iterative method: 

1. Start with Centre of Charge —> estimate PRF 

2. Use PRF to extract track position --> estimate new PRF 

▸ The PRF method demonstrated much better and more stable result 

▸ 250  resolution was obtained for 10 cm drift 
in the present TPC with same drift distance and pad size, SR is 600 

μm
μm
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PRF method

Centre of Charge method

xN times

NIM A  957, 163286 (2020)
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DESY BEAMTEST 2019
▸ ND280 upgrade-like electronics and MM (updated layout) 

▸ 4 GeV electron beam at DESY 

▸ 15 cm field cage in the 0.2T B-field 

▸ dE/dx resolution similar to existing ND280 TPC 
was observed
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NEUTRONS IN SUPERFGD
▸ SuperFGD time resolution ~0.95 ns (from beamtests with MIP) 

▸ Time resolution was scaled for a higher light deposition 

▸ Improve the neutron energy reconstruction accuracy: 
▸ lever-arm cut selects neutrons that travel longer distance 

▸ l.y. cut select neutron clusters with more light then a MIP  

▸ Reasonable neutron energy resolution was observed:
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